A Superhighway for the Delivery and Tracking
of information, documents, and eLearning

MyHYPERTracksm provides a web solution that allows your internal and external information and training
to flow freely yet provides a management tool that puts you in control.
Developed and refined over the last 10 years, the product delivers and keeps track of any kind of
information including online and classroom training, written documents, video, sound, CAD, and others.
The interface is simple to learn and use, and the task-based design makes management quick and easy. It
is a truly global information and learning platform for one employee or thousands.
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MyHYPERTracksm is an online communication superhighway
for your company or organization.
Automatically deliver and track any type of training resource or document*
along with all viewer’s activity including:
- When they viewed a document and if they read and understood it
- When they started courses and completed them
- If the course included a quiz, the percentage correct
- Survey responses and comments
Assign via Email or by On-Demand- Assign training and media to
anyone via email with embedded links to the resource. The viewer can
also view the resource by clicking on “start” in the Library.
Instantly Create Activity Reports – Access the automatically saved
activity records 24 hours a day and build reports by viewer or
by resource. Quick and simple!
Process “New Hire” Paperwork – send a single email to the new hire
with all of the documents they need to review or fill out. The new hire
reviews and completes the documents online eliminating the need to
manually handle paper. Fast and Easy!
Purchase Options for any Budget - Annual or Monthly Subscription,
Cancel Anytime! $2.00/user/month or less.
One-time outright purchase available.
Purchase ready-to-use online courses – Add single-use or licensed courses
any time on a wide variety of topics. Great for OSHA, EPA, DOT compliance.
* Upload, Assign, View, and Track any of the following Resources:
- Interactive training (SCORM 1.2 Vendor or your own PowerPoint and
others)
- Live Classroom and Webinars
- Online Conferences (GoToMeeting, Live Meeting)
- Online auto-scoring Tests (create yourself in MyHYPERTracksm)
- Online Surveys that are auto-tabulated (create yourself in MyHYPERTracksm)
- Text and written documents like Word, Excel, .PDF
- Video. Animation and Sound clips
- Photos, Maps and CAD Drawings
- Most any media that can be displayed on a computer screen
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